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A novel interval set approach is proposed in this paper to induce classification rules from
incomplete information table, in which an interval-set-based model to represent the un-
certain concepts is presented. The extensions of the concepts in incomplete information
table are represented by interval sets, which regulate the upper and lower bounds of the
uncertain concepts. Interval set operations are discussed, and the connectives of concepts
are represented by the operations on interval sets. Certain inclusion, possible inclusion, and
weak inclusion relations between interval sets are presented, which are introduced to in-
duce strong rules and weak rules from incomplete information table. The related properties
of the inclusion relations are proved. It is concluded that the strong rules are always true
whatever themissing valuesmay be, while theweak rulesmay be truewhenmissing values
are replaced by some certain known values. Moreover, a confidence function is defined to
evaluate the weak rule. The proposed approach presents a new view on rule induction from
incomplete data based on interval set.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Many data mining and machine learning methods have been well developed based on the assumption that all records
in the data set are known, i.e., the data set is complete. However, real-world data sets often contain missing values either
because some values are lost or because the cost of acquiring them are very high [1,9–12,21]. For example, valuable data
may be lost during the data transfer process. Another situation is that there is a very high cost in acquiring data. While some
data are easily acquired with low cost, other data may be difficult to acquire and may require high human effort with high
cost. Consider a case of medical diagnosis, common tests such as temperature, blood pressure and rhythm of the heart are
easy to obtain, but it costs much money to make gastroscopy test, X-rays tests, magnetic resonance imaging test, or other
high-tech tests. Due to the high cost of acquiring data, some data are oftenmissing in the database of medical diagnosis. It is
therefore necessary to develop effective methods for learning rules from incomplete data, where some values are missing.
Such problems have been widely faced in literature [10–15,17–19,21–23,28,31,42]. Let us review some commonly used
methods for learning from incomplete data.
Abasicmethod for learning rules from incomplete data is to delete the records that havemissing values on someattributes
so that the remaining records are complete data, and all those methods for learning rules from complete data can be used.
Although deleting records with missing values presents a solution for rule induction from incomplete data, the deletion
will decrease the available information in the data set, which results in a poor performance of the induced rules. A similar
method is to ignore the records with missing values in some certain phase of learning. For example in the famous decision
tree algorithm C4.5 [31], the cases with missing values are ignored while computing the information content, and the
information gain for an attribute is thenmultiplied by the fraction of cases for which the value of the attribute is known [31].
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Another widely used strategy for learning from incomplete data attempts to fill in missing values so that the incomplete
data can be transformed to complete data. Such methods are called missing values imputation, which can be done either
beforeorduring theprocessof rule induction. Thearemanyproposedapproaches formissingvalues imputation. The simplest
method is to fill in missing values with “most common attribute value.” For example, algorithm CN2 [4] adopts this strategy.
An improved version of this method uses “concept most common attribute value” to fill in missing values, i.e., the attribute
values selected for filling in missing values are restricted to the same concept [13]. Grzymala-Busse proposes “assigning all
possible values of the attribute restricted to the given concept” [12], which is effective when the number of missing values
is not so large. However, it may cause high cost of computation when there exist many missing values. Ghahramani and
Jordan present a framework based on maximum likelihood density estimation for learning from incomplete data [10]. They
use mixture models for the density estimates and employ the Expectation Maximization principle in deriving a learning
algorithm, which is abbreviated as EM algorithm.
There is another category of methods to deal with incomplete data take neither deletion nor filling in missing values
strategy. These methods attempt to derive rules from only known attribute values, instead of deleting objects or filling in
missing values. Many covering based learning algorithms, such as PRISM proposed by Cendrowska [3], can be easily adopted
to learn rules by considering only known attribute values.
Several observations can be made regarding current research on data mining from incomplete data, which motivates the
present study. For the strategy to delete the records with missing values, it will cause the loss of available information, and
the rules induced from the modulated data may have poor performance on the original data. Second, the use of the filled-in
values should be carefully studied. As for missing values imputation, any methods of filling in missing values are based on
some certain assumption about the data, which may not be valid. For example, many methods suppose data subject to a
normal distribution, but it is not always true in practice. Therefore, filled-in values may not be exactly the original values. A
wrong imputation of missing values will induce rules overfitting with the wrong data, which have low performance on the
real data. Although these rules may have good statistical characteristics, they are in fact not reliable.
In addition,many extended rough setmodels are frequently faced in knowledge acquisition from incomplete information
system, in which classic equivalence relation are extended to the looser binary relation [11,17,18,29,30,32,33]. For these
methods, the missing values are assumed to be equal to any known values, then the looser relations such as tolerance
relation, similarity relation, dominance relation, and characteristic relation are derived, and extended rough set models are
presented according to related binary relation. However, in the practice, themissing values cannot be regarded as any values
since they are just lost and may take some certain values that unknown presently. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a
reasonable method to consider all possible values which may be the original values of the missing values. We may find that
interval set is an appropriate mathematical tool to fulfill this task. That is the main motivation of this paper.
Generally speaking, a fundamental problem for rule induction from incomplete data is how to represent theuncertainty in
the incomplete data. Onemay find thatmanymethods formodeling the uncertainty, such as rough set, belief function, adopt
the interval-based approaches or interval structures, which present upper bound and low bound to model the uncertain
concept [34,39]. In the case that there are missing values on some attributes, an object may be either in the extension
or not in the extension of a concept. Because of the lack of information, one can only express the state of extension and
non-extension for part of objects, instead of all objects. Therefore, one may get a partially known concept which is defined
by a lower bound and an upper bound of its extension. A new model for representing the partially known concept will be
established when interval sets are introduced to modeling the uncertainty of the incomplete data.
The main objective of this paper is to present a new representation of the partially known concepts in an incomplete
information table by using interval sets, and to propose a new method to induce rules based on the inclusion relationships
between the interval sets about partially known concepts. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related work on interval analysis and points out the difference between the existing studies and our work. Section 3 reviews
the basic notations of the interval sets and proves some properties of interval sets. Sections 4 presents an interval set model
to represent the concepts in an incomplete information table. Section 5 discusses the interval inclusion relations between
two interval sets, which lead to a method for rule induction from incomplete data. Finally, the conclusion is presented in
Section 6.
2. Related work
There are numerous researches related to interval analysis for uncertain reasoning which are frequently mentioned in
literatures. We will briefly review the related work and point out the difference between the existing studies and our work.
In general, researches related to interval analysis for uncertain reasoning can be broadly classified into three categories.
The first category is the study on interval-valued fuzzy set theory (IVF in short), which is original proposed by Zadeh
in 1970s [43,44]. The IVF theory emerged from the observation that no objective procedure is available to select the crisp
membership degrees of elements in a fuzzy set, and then it is suggested to associate an interval set to which the actual
membership degree is assumed to belong. There are many papers which study the theoretical foundation of IVF and its
applications in uncertain reasoning. For example, Cornelis et al. construct a representation theorem for Łukasiewicz impli-
cators on the latticewhich serves as the underlying algebraic structure for both intuitionistic fuzzy and interval-valued fuzzy
sets [5]. Bustince discusses the axiom that verify the inclusion grade indicators for interval-valued fuzzy sets, and presents
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expression of the inclusion grade indicators and the expression for the similarity measure between interval-valued fuzzy
sets [2]. Dubois and Prade suggest that the extension of fuzzy set to IVF can be justified in the scope of some information
representation paradigm, and they systematically discuss the connection between interval-valued fuzzy sets, clouds, and
possibility theory [8]. Zhang et al. introduce (I, I)-IVF rough approximation operators with reference to an IVF approx-
imation space, upon which they propose a general study of (I, I)-interval-valued fuzzy rough sets on two universes of
discourse integrating the rough set theory with the interval-valued fuzzy set theory [41]. In addition, Zeng and Li discuss
the relationship between similarity measure and entropy of IVF [45].
The second category is the study on the interval probability theory (IPT), which focus on generalizing the classical single-
valued probability to interval probability so that the uncertain data or uncertain knowledge can be described and inferred
based on interval probability analysis [6]. In [16], Hall et al. propose a general logical inference approach for uncertain rea-
soning based on interval probaility theory, which provides decision-makerswith information in a simple interval probability
format, and it can also reflect the complexity of the inference problem and the richness of the available evidence [16]. In [35],
Yager and Kreinovich discuss the decision making problems under interval probabilities, in which the exactly probabilities
of each situation in the decision process are unknown and they are described by interval probabilities instead of single
probability [35].
The third category is the study on interval-valued information system, which is converted from a real-valued decision
table bymeans of statisticalmethod. For example in [20], Leung et al. proposed a rough set approach to discover classification
rules for the continuous valued information systems. In [20], the continuous valued information systems were transformed
into some interval valued information systems by a statistical method, in which the concept of a-misclassification rates was
used to compare different classes with a given threshold value α. By utilizing Boolean reasoning techniques, they calculated
the α-classification reduction and α-classification core, and thus derived the classification rules accordingly [20].
Recently, Denoeux et al. presented a formalism based on interval set strategy to represent the uncertainty on a set-valued
variable X which is defined on a finite domainΩ in the belief function framework [7]. They extend the classical Dempster–
Shafer theory so that the description of the uncertainty regarding a set-valued variable can be generally presented. In their
proposed approach, the key notion is the definition of a closure system C(Ω) of = 2Ω . Each element of C(Ω) is indexed by
an interval set structure [A, B], which is defined as the set of subsets ofΩ containing A and not intersecting B. This formalism
has been shown to bemore general than previous attempts to apply the Dempster–Shafer framework to describe the uncer-
tainty, andmake it possible to express richknowledgeabout a set-valuedvariablewithonly limitedadditional complexity [7].
When compared to the researches on interval analysis mentioned above, the interval set method proposed in this paper
has significant differences which are presented as follows. Firstly, unlike interval-valued fuzzy set theory [2,5,8,41,43–45],
we do not concern any fuzzy information included in the data sets, and the interval set model in this paper is not adopted
to evaluate the membership function but to discover the inherent information hidden behind the incomplete data sets,
therefore, it is unnecessary to consider how to determine the fuzzymembership function in the proposedmethod. Secondly,
we establish the interval setmodel for learning rules based on the interval inclusion relations instead of classical set inclusion
relations. The interval inclusion degree is adopted as an evaluation of inclusion relationship between two interval sets, which
reflects the relations between the condition attributes and decision attributes in the incomplete data sets. Thirdly, unlike
interval probability theory [6,16,35], we do not concern any interval probability for the induced rules. The probability of a
possible rule is evaluated by a single interval inclusion degree instead of an interval probability. Fourthly, unlike themethod
proposed in [20], we concern on categorical data sets instead of continuous valued decision information systems, and the
interval sets in our proposed method are used to represent the range of an extension in the incomplete data sets, instead of
transforming the continuous valued decision information systems into interval valued information systems.
In addition, unlike the research in [7], we focus on discussing the interval sets in the incomplete data sets instead of
complete data sets, and the interval sets are used to represent the upper and lower bound of partially known concepts in
the incomplete data, which may induce two types of decision rules: certain rules (or strong rules) and possible rules (or
weak rules). The certain rules and possible rules present two kinds of view angle on the relations between the condition
attributes and the decision attributes: the certain rules are always truewhatever themissing valuesmay be, and the possible
rules may be true when missing values are replaced by some certain known values. In other words, the certain rules are
not conflict with any missing values imputation, and the possible rules may be true when we replace the missing values by
some certain values. In the case that we have not any priori knowledge about the missing values, this two kinds of decision
rules truthfully reflect the intrinsic knowledge hidden behind the incomplete data sets.
3. Interval sets and interval-set algebras
This section reviews the basic concepts of interval sets and interval-set algebras [38,39]which pertinent to our discussion.
Interval computations and interval analysis are originally proposed by Moore [26] and used in solving problems for which
the initial information is represented not by numerical values of quantities but intervals or sets of a general form, therefore it
is can be regarded as interval number theory. Interval number theory has been widely applied in the field of computational
mathematics in recent decades. In the 1990s, interval number theory has been extended to interval set theory, which is
an appropriate mathematics tool to deal with vague and uncertain information system. An interval set is a family of sets
restricted by a upper bound and a lower bound, which can present a set-valued description on partially known concepts.
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Definition 1. Let U be a finite set, called the universe or the reference set, and 2U be its power set. A subset of 2U of the
formA = [Al, Au] = {A ∈ 2U |Al ⊆ A ⊆ Au} is called a closed interval set, where it is assumed Al ⊆ Au. The set of all closed
interval sets is denoted by I(2U) = {[Al, Au]|Al, Au ⊆ U, Al ⊆ Au}.
According to Definition 1, an interval set is a family of sets intermediate between upper bound set and lower bound set,
which is a subset of the power set 2U . For an uncertain concept, a crisp set cannot be used to describe the extension since
some objects may actually be either an extension or not an extension of an uncertain concept. In this case, an interval set
may be an appropriate tool to represent the extension of the uncertain concept, which describes the uncertain concept by
a lower bound and upper bound. In an extreme case, when Al = Au = A, a degenerate interval set of the form [A, A] is
equivalent to ordinary set A. Therefore, the ordinary set may be considered as a special case of the interval set, and interval
set is an extension of the ordinary sets [38,39].
Definition 2. Let ∩, ∪ and − be the usual set intersection, union and difference defined on 2U , respectively. A parallel
definition of binary operations , unionsq, \ on two interval sets A ∈ I(2U),B ∈ I(2U) and a unitary operation ¬ on a single
interval set A are defined as follows:
A  B= {A ∩ B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B},
A unionsq B= {A ∪ B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B},
A \ B= {A − B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B},
¬ A = ¬ [Al, Au] = [U,U] \ [Al, Au],
where A = [Al, Au].
The operations,unionsq, \, and¬ on interval sets can be respectively regarded as extensions of intersection, union, difference,
and complement on ordinary sets.We call,unionsq, \, and¬ respectively interval intersection, interval union, interval difference
and interval complement. For ordinary sets, the intersection, union, and difference of two sets are all ordinary sets, and
the complement set is also an ordinary set. That is, ordinary sets are closed under above operations. A similar fundamental
problem is that whether or not the interval sets are closed under the operations defined in Definition 2. The following
theorem states that interval sets are closure under the operations defined in Definition 2.
Theorem 1. Interval sets are closed under the operations of interval intersection, interval union, interval difference and interval
complement, that is:
A ∈ I(2U) and B ∈ I(2U) ⇒ A  B ∈ I(2U),
A ∈ I(2U) and B ∈ I(2U) ⇒ A unionsq B ∈ I(2U),
A ∈ I(2U) and B ∈ I(2U) ⇒ A \ B ∈ I(2U),
A ∈ I(2U) ⇒ ¬A ∈ I(2U),
and the low bound and upper bound of the interval setsA B,A unionsqB,A \ B and¬A are respectively determined by following
formula:
A  B= [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu],
A unionsq B= [Al ∪ Bl, Au ∪ Bu],
A \ B= [Al − Bu, Au − Bl],
¬ A = [U − Au,U − Al],
where A = [Al, Au],B = [Bl, Bu].
Proof. We only proveA B = [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu]. Other equations can be similarly proved. Suppose X ∈ A B, according
to Definition 2, there must exist X1 ∈ A , X2 ∈ B satisfying X = X1 ∩ X2. Thus we have Al ⊆ X1 ⊆ Au, and Bl ⊆ X2 ⊆ Bu,
hence Al ∩ Bl ⊆ X1 ∩X2 ⊆ Au ∩ Bu, i.e., Al ∩ Bl ⊆ X ⊆ Au ∩ Bu. Therefore, X ∈ [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu]. On the other hand, suppose
X ∈ [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu], then we have Al ∩ Bl ⊆ X ⊆ Au ∩ Bu. Let X1 = X ∪ Al , X2 = X ∪ Bl , it holds that Al ⊆ X1 ⊆ Au,
Bl ⊆ X2 ⊆ Bu, that is, X1 ∈ A , X2 ∈ B, and we have X = X1 ∩ X2 since Al ∩ Bl ⊆ X . According to Definition 2, it holds
X ∈ A  B. Therefore, A  B = [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu]. 
Example 1. Consider a universe U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} which includes five objects, then A = [{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3, 4}] and
B = [{1, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 5}] are interval sets, where Al = {1, 2}, Au = {1, 2, 3, 4}, Bl = {1, 3}, Bu = {1, 2, 3, 5}. Based
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on Definition 1, we have A = [{1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}], and B = [{1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 5}].
We can calculate the interval intersection, interval union, interval difference, and interval complement on A and B based
on Definition 2, which are listed as follows:
A  B= {A ∩ B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B} = {{1}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3}}
= [{1}, {1, 2, 3}] = [{1, 2} ∩ {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4} ∩ {1, 2, 3, 5}]
= [Al ∩ Bl, Au ∩ Bu],
A unionsq B= {A ∪ B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B}
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}
= [{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}] = [{1, 2} ∪ {1, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4} ∪ {1, 2, 3, 5}]
= [Al ∪ Bl, Au ∪ Bu],
A \ B= {A − B|A ∈ A , B ∈ B} = {∅, {2}, {4}, {2, 4}}
= [∅, {2, 4}] = [{1, 2} − {1, 2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 3, 4} − {1, 3}]
= [Al − Bu, Au − Bl],
¬ A = [U,U] \ [Al, Au] = {{5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}} = [{5}, {3, 4, 5}]
= [U − Au,U − Al].
4. Interval sets on incomplete information tables
This section first reviews the basic concept of information tables and then presents an interval set model on incomplete
information tables.
4.1. Information tables
Information tables have been studied by many authors [15,17,18,21,32,37], which can be formally defined as follows.
Definition 3. An information table is the following tuple:
S = (U, At, {Va|a ∈ At}, {Ia|a ∈ At}),
where U is a finite nonempty set of objects, At is a finite nonempty set of attributes, Va is a nonempty set of values for a ∈ At,
and Ia: U → Va is an information function.
For a complete information table, where the attribute values of each object are known, it is assumed that the mapping Ia
is single-valued. An example of complete information table may have the form as presented in Table 1.
While in practice, there may be missing values on some attributes, i.e., there exist objects whose attribute values are
unknown. In this case, we call the information table an incomplete information table. In [15], it is assumed that there are two
reasons for information tables to be incomplete. The first reason is that the attribute values are lost, which means originally
the attribute value are known, however, due to many reasons, the values are not recorded in current information table. This
kind of missing values are called “lost”. The second possibility is that the attribute values are not relevant: the records are
decided to be a member of some concepts, i.e., are classified, or diagnosed, in spite of the fact that some attribute values are
not known. In this situation, the missing value is called “do not care” condition [15].
However, a fundamental problem for this description is that how canwe knowwhether or not amissing value is related to
the classification?For agiven incomplete information table, amaingoal of datamining is todiscover the implicit relationships
between the attribute values. How canwe knowmissing values “do not care”with the learning results before rule induction?
In other words, wemay have no ideawhether or not themissing values are “do not care”, andwe only know that themissing
values belong to Va. Therefore, in this paper, we treat all missing values as “lost”, and they may take any values in Va. In this
Table 1
A complete information table.
Case a1 a2 d
1 2 1 1
2 1 2 2
3 1 2 2
4 2 1 2
5 2 1 1
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Table 2
An incomplete information table.
Case a1 a2 d
1 2 1 1
2 1 ∗ 2
3 ∗ 2 2
4 2 ∗ 2
5 ∗ 1 1
case, the value of an object x ∈ U on an attribute a ∈ At, i.e., Ia(x) can be expressed by ∗, namely Ia(x) = ∗, where “∗”
represents one possible value that included in Va. Then, an incomplete information table may have the form as presented
in Table 2, where Ia1(3), Ia1(5), Ia2(2), Ia2(4) are missing values. An atomic formula is given by a = v, where a ∈ At, v ∈ Va,
and it represents a basic intention of a concept. For each atomic formula a = v, an object x satisfies this formula if Ia(x) = v,
written x | a = v. If φ = (a, v) is a formula, the set m(φ) defined by: m(φ) = {x ∈ U|x | φ}, is called the meaning or
extension of φ. The extension of a formula φ is the set of all objects with the property expressed by the formula φ.
For a complete data set described by a complete information table, the concepts can be defined by a pair of intension and
extension. The intension consists of all formula that are valid for all those objects specified by the concept, and the extension
of a concept is the set of objects or entities which are instances of the concept. In complete information table, the extensions
are expressed by crisp set, and rules can be induced based on the classic set inclusion relationship between the extensions
of condition concepts and decision concepts, which have been widely studied in previous literatures [36,37,40]. A certain
rule is induced when the extension of a condition concept is a subset of the extension of a decision concept, and a possible
rule is induced when the extension of a condition concept is partially included in the extension of a decision rule.
However, for an incomplete data set described by incomplete information table, the extensions of a given formula are not
certain. For example, suppose the body temperature of a patient x has been lost, then it is uncertain whether or not x should
be included in the extension of (Temperature, high). In this case, the extension of (Temperature, high) cannot be expressed
by crisp set. In other words, there is not a well-defined boundary that differentiates the instances from the non-instances of
the concept (Temperature, high) since x is an uncertain element. For concepts without crisp boundary, it may be regarded as
partially known concepts, and a reasonable approach to represent a set without crisp boundary is to specify the upper and
lower bound of the set instead of crisp boundary. Interval sets is an applicable method to describe the uncertain concept.
4.2. An interval set model on incomplete information table
Consider an incomplete information table, it should be noted that the missing value ′′∗′′ is a lost value. One cannot tell
exactly what value it may be, but it is certain that the missing values are included in Va. In other words, due to the lack
of information and knowledge, one can only express the state of instance and non-instance for some objects, instead of all
objects. In this case, one may describe a partially known concept in an incomplete information table using a lower bound
and upper bound of its extension.
Suppose m(φ) is the extension of a given atomic formula φ = (a, v), including the objects with attribute value on a is
exactly equal to v. For some objects with attribute value on a is missing, i.e., Ia(x) = ∗, we are not sure whether or not the
objects are included inm(a, v), but wemay argue that the lower bound and upper bound ofm(a, v) can be explicitly figured
out, which are presented in Definition 4.
Definition 4. Let S = (U, At, {Va|a ∈ At}, {Ia|a ∈ At}) be an incomplete information table, for a ∈ At and v ∈ Va, the lower
bound and upper bound of the extension of (a, v) are respectively defined as follows:
m(a, v) = {x ∈ U|Ia(x) = v};
m(a, v) = {x ∈ U|(Ia(x) = v) ∨ (Ia(x) = ∗)}.
In Definition 4,m(a, v) includes all objects with attribute value on a is known and equal to v according to the information
table S, and it includes minimum objects which belong to m(a, v). Therefore, it is referred to the lower bound of m(a, v).
Similarly,m(a, v) includes all objects with attribute value on a is known equal to v or equal to ∗, which means the attribute
value on a is possibly equal to v, and it includes maximum objects which belong to m(a, v). Therefore, it is referred to the
upper bound ofm(a, v). With the lower bound and upper bound, a basic concept (a, v) in an incomplete information table
can be described by a pair of border sets:m(a, v) andm(a, v), and the following formula holds:
m(a, v) ⊆ m(a, v) ⊆ m(a, v),
where we may find thatm(a, v) can be regarded as an element of interval set [m(a, v),m(a, v)]. To present the description
of the extension of a given concept in an incomplete information table, it is necessary to introduce interval set.
Definition 5. Let S = (U, At, {Va|a ∈ At}, {Ia|a ∈ At}) be an incomplete information table,M : F → I(2U) is a map from
F to I(2U) :
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M (a, v) = [m(a, v),m(a, v)],
where F is the set of all formula defined on S. We callM (a, v) as the interval extension of (a, v).
From Definition 5, an interval extensionM (a, v) can be conceived as an extended version of ordinary extensionm(a, v).
An interval extension M (a, v) = [m(a, v),m(a, v)] includes all the subset of U that are intervenient between the lower
bound Al = m(a, v) and upper bound Au = m(a, v), and it provides an appropriate method to represent a partially known
concept (a, v) in the incomplete information table.
5. Interval set operations on incomplete information tables
In this section,wepresent an interval set approach to represent the extension of the conjunction, disjunction andnegation
on partially known concepts. In order to precisely express the intension and extension of a concept, we introduce Tarski’s
style to define the logic language for a complete information table [27].
Definition 6. Let S = (U, At,L, {Va|a ∈ At}, {Ia|a ∈ At}) be a complete information table, where L is a language using
attributes in At. An object x ∈ U satisfies the formula φ ∈ L in S, written x |S φ or in short x | φ if S is understood, if and
only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) x | (a, v) iff Ia(x) = v,
(2) x | ¬φ iff not x | φ,
(3) x | φ ∧ ψ iff x | φ and x | ψ,
(4) x | φ ∨ ψ iff x | φ or x | ψ.
If φ is a formula, the setmS(φ) defined by:
mS(φ) = {x ∈ U|x | φ},
is called the extension of the formula φ in S, and it is denoted in short asm(φ) if S is understood.
According to Definition 6,m(φ) is the set of objects satisfying the formula φ. This establishes a correspondence between
logic connectives and set-theoretic operators. The following proposition holds [27].
Proposition 1. Suppose φ = (a1, v1) andψ = (a2, v2) are two atomic formula in a complete information table, the extensions
of connective intensions (negation, conjunction and disjunction) are respectively presented as follows:
m(¬φ) = U − m(φ),
m(φ ∧ ψ) = m(φ) ∩ m(ψ),
m(φ ∨ ψ) = m(φ) ∪ m(ψ).
Let us turn to an incomplete information table, where the extensions m(ai, vi) are replaced by interval extensions
M (ai, vi), and two bounds of the extensions are associated with each formula:
M (φ) = M (a1, v1) = [m(a1, v1),m(a1, v1)],
M (ψ) = M (a2, v2) = [m(a2, v2),m(a2, v2)].
Furthermore, the extensions of connective intensions¬φ, φ ∧ ψ , and φ ∨ ψ can be presented by the connections of lower
bound or upper bound of the corresponding extensions, which are formally defined in Definition 7.
Definition 7. Let φ = (a1, v1) andψ = (a2, v2) be two atomic formulas, the interval extension of¬φ, φ ∧ ψ , and φ ∨ ψ
are respectively defined as follows:
M (¬φ) = [U − m(φ),U − m(φ)],
M (φ ∧ ψ) = [m(a1, v1) ∩ m(a2, v2),m(a1, v1) ∩ m(a2, v2)],
M (φ ∨ ψ) = [m(a1, v1) ∪ m(a2, v2),m(a1, v1) ∪ m(a2, v2)].
The interval extension of ¬φ is also defined as an interval set, and the lower bound and upper bound are respectively
U − m(φ) and U − m(φ), which regulates the boundary of the partially known concept ¬φ. Similarly, the boundary of
interval extensions ofM (φ ∧ψ) andM (φ ∨ψ) are respectively regulated by the intersection and union of corresponding
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boundary sets. It can be argued that all the possible extensions of ¬φ, i.e., m(¬φ) are subsets inM (¬φ). In other words,
M (¬φ) includes all possible extensionsof¬φ,whichprovides a full descriptionof thepartially knownconcept¬φ. Similarly,
M (φ∧ψ) andM (φ∨ψ) respectively include all possible extensions ofφ∧ψ andφ∨ψ . When considering the operations
on interval sets, we may find that the interval extension of the a compound formula can be presented by the operations on
the interval sets of atomic formulas, which are formally presented in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Suppose φ = (a1, v1) and ψ = (a2, v2) are two atomic formulas, then the following statements hold:
M (¬φ) = ¬M (φ),
M (φ ∧ ψ) = M (φ) M (ψ),
M (φ ∨ ψ) = M (φ) unionsqM (ψ).

























φi = M (φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn),
n∏
i=1
M (φi) = M (φ1) M (φ2)  · · · M (φn),
n∨
i=1
φi = M (φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ · · · ∨ φn),
n∐
i=1
M (φi) = M (φ1) unionsqM (φ2) unionsq · · · unionsqM (φn).
Proof. According to Definitions 5 and 6, we have M (φ) = M (a1, v1) = [m(a1, v1),m(a1, v1)], and M (¬φ) = [U −
m(φ),U − m(φ)]. For negative of an interval set A , we have that ¬A = [U − Au,U − Al] based on Theorem 1. Thus it
holds that ¬M (φ) = [U − m(φ),U − m(φ)] since the upper bound and lower bound of m(φ) are respectively m(φ) and
m(φ). Therefore,M (¬φ) = ¬M (φ).
Let us turn to prove M (φ ∧ ψ) = M (φ)  M (ψ). It holds that M (φ ∧ ψ) = [m(φ) ∩ m(ψ),m(φ) ∩ m(ψ)]
based on Definition 6. From Definition 2 and Theorem 1, we haveM (φ) M (ψ) = {X ∩ Y |X ∈ M (φ), Y ∈ M (ψ)} =
[M (φ)l∩M (ψ)l,M (φ)u∩M (ψ)u] = [m(φ)∩m(ψ),m(φ)∩m(ψ)]. Therefore, it holds thatM (φ∧ψ) = M (φ)M (ψ).
Similarly, we have M (φ ∨ ψ) = [m(φ) ∪ m(ψ),m(φ) ∪ m(ψ)] based on Definition 6, and it holds that M (φ) unionsq
M (ψ) = {X ∪ Y |X ∈ M (φ), Y ∈ M (ψ)} = [M (φ)l ∪M (ψ)l,M (φ)u ∪M (ψ)u] = [m(φ) ∪ m(ψ),m(φ) ∪ m(ψ)].
Therefore, M (φ ∨ ψ) = M (φ) unionsq M (ψ). Furthermore, it holds that M (φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ φ3) = M ((φ1 ∧ φ2) ∧ φ3) =
M (φ1∧φ2)M (φ3) = M (φ1)M (φ2)M (φ3), andM (φ1∨φ2∨φ3) = M ((φ1∨φ2)∨φ3) = M (φ1∨φ2)unionsqM (φ3) =






















In conclusion, the statements in Theorem 2 hold. 
Theorem 2 presents a interval setmethod to describe the compound partially known concept in the incomplete data sets.
For example, it can be argued that all possible extensions of compound atomic formulas, i.e.,m(φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn) should
be included in the interval extension of φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn, i.e.,M (φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φn). Therefore, the interval extension
of a compound atomic formula presents a full description of a partially known concept in incomplete data. Furthermore,
Theorem 2 can be easily generalized to any formulas besides atomic formulas, which may present a method to calculate the
interval extension of a compound atomic formula based on the operations on interval sets.
Example2. Letus illustrate the interval set in the incomplete information tablebasedonanexample. Table2 is an incomplete
information table, where U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, At = {a1, a2, d}, Va1 = Va2 = Vd = {1, 2}.
Consider atomic formula (a1, 1), (a1, 2), (a2, 1), (a2, 2), the lower bound and upper bound of all atomic formula exten-
sions are presented as follows:
M (a1, 1)l = m(a1, 1) = {2}, M (a1, 1)u = m(a1, 1) = {2, 3, 5},
M (a1, 2)l = m(a1, 2) = {1, 4}, M (a1, 2)u = m(a1, 2) = {1, 3, 4, 5},
M (a2, 1)l = m(a2, 1) = {1, 5}, M (a2, 1)u = m(a2, 1) = {1, 2, 4, 5},
M (a2, 2)l = m(a2, 2) = {3}, M (a2, 2)u = m(a2, 2) = {2, 3, 4}.
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With the lower and upper bound of each extension, wemay describe the partially known concepts by interval sets, which
can be written as:
M (a1, 1) = [{2}, {2, 3, 5}], M (a1, 2) = [{1, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}],
M (a2, 1) = [{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}], M (a2, 2) = [{3}, {2, 3, 4}].
For the negation of atomic formula, we may get the interval extension of negation on each atomic formula based on
Theorem 2:
M (¬(a1, 1)) = ¬M (a1, 1) = (U,U)\[{2}, {2, 3, 5}] = [{1, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}],
M (¬(a1, 2)) = ¬M (a1, 2) = (U,U)\[{1, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}] = [{2}, {2, 3, 5}],
M (¬(a2, 1)) = ¬M (a2, 1) = (U,U)\[{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}] = [{3}, {2, 3, 4}],
M (¬(a2, 2)) = ¬M (a2, 2) = (U,U)\[{3}, {2, 3, 4}] = [{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}].
For the conjunction of atomic formula, we may calculate the corresponding interval extension based on Theorem 2, and
part of the interval extensions are presented as follows:
M ((a1, 1) ∧ (a2, 1)) = M (a1, 1) M (a2, 1))
= [{2}, {2, 3, 5}]  [{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}] = [∅, {2, 5}],
M ((a1, 1) ∧ (a2, 2)) = M (a1, 1) M (a2, 2))
= [{2}, {2, 3, 5}]  [{3}, {2, 3, 4}] = [∅, {2, 3}],
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1)) = M (a1, 2) M (a2, 1))
= [{1, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}]  [{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}] = [{1}, {1, 4, 5}],
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 2)) = M (a1, 2) M (a2, 2))
= [{1, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}]  [{3}, {2, 3, 4}] = [∅, {3, 4}].
6. Rule induction based on inclusion relation
In this section, wewill discuss rule induction from incomplete data based on interval set, in which the inclusion relations
of the interval sets are introduced to induce rules. First, let us review a common method for rule induction from complete
data [36,37], which enlightens us to find an appropriate method for rule induction from incomplete data. For a complete
information table,wemay induce rules basedon the inclusion relationbetween the extensions of two formulas. Traditionally,
atomic formulas and compound formulas are called intensions of concepts. Suppose φ and ψ are the intensions of two
concepts,whichmay includeatomic formulaor compound formulas, and rules are inducedbasedon the following statement:
φ → ψ ifm(φ) ⊆ m(ψ),
whereψ = (d, vd) is an atomic formula, and φ = f (φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) is a Boolean function of φ1, φ2, . . . , φm. For example,
f1(φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) = φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φm is a conjunctive Boolean function, f2(φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) = φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ · · · ∨ φm is
a disjunctive Boolean function, and f3(φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) = (¬φ1 ∨ φ2) ∧ · · · ∧ φm is a hybrid Boolean function. Rules can
be induced ifm(fi(φ1, φ2, . . . , φm)) ⊆ m(ψ) holds, which are respectively listed as follows:
If (a1 = v1) ∧ (a2 = v2) ∧ · · · ∧ (am = vm) Then d = vd;
If (a1 = v1) ∨ (a2 = v2) ∨ · · · ∨ (am = vm) Then d = vd;
If ¬(a1 = v1) ∨ (a2 = v2) ∧ · · · ∧ (am = vm) Then d = vd.
In many machine learning and data mining algorithm for rule induction such as version space algorithm [24] and ID3
algorithm [25], the Boolean function f (φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) are presented with the form of conjunction in order to reduce the
search space. In this paper, we only consider the conjunctive formulas, that is, f (φ1, φ2, . . . , φm) = φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ · · · ∧ φm,
and all rules induced from conjunctive formulas are presented with “and” as connections, which have the following form:
If (a1 = v1) and (a2 = v2) and · · · and (am = vm) Then d = vd.
Let us turn to incomplete data, which are represented by an incomplete information table. As mentioned previously, the
extensions of concepts in the incomplete information table are not represented by crisp sets, but interval sets with lower
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and upper bounds. Classical inclusion relation “⊆” is not applicable in interval sets. It is necessary to represent the inclusion
relationship between two interval sets by some extended inclusion relations.
Suppose M (φ) = A = [Al, Au], M (ψ) = B = [Bl, Bu], then any possible extension m(φ) is a subset in M (φ), i.e.,
m(φ) ∈ M (φ), and any possible extensionm(ψ) is a subset inM (ψ), i.e.,m(ψ) ∈ M (ψ). Wemay find that the possibility
ofm(φ) ⊆ m(ψ) is a reasonable evaluation for rule φ → ψ . An extreme case is that any set in A is the subset of any set in
B. In this case,m(φ) is always the subset ofm(ψ)whatever the missing values may be, thus the rule φ → ψ is absolutely
true, i.e., it is a certain rule.
Another case is that any set in A is the subset of some set in B, and any set in B is the superset of some set in A .
In this case, rule φ → ψ is a possible true because m(φ) ⊆ m(ψ) may be correct, although it is not necessarily true,
thus it is called possible rule. Two fundamental relations can be used to describe the inclusion of two interval sets. One
is interval set inclusion relation denoted as “”, which is proposed in [39], also called possible subset relation, and the
other is certain inclusion relation, denoted as “S”, which may be also called certain subset relation, and it can be used
to induce certain rules.. The definition of possible subset relation and certain subset relation are formally presented as
follows.
Definition 8. Let A andB are two interval sets, A = [Al, Au] ∈ I(2U),B = [Bl, Bu] ∈ I(2U), A is called a possible subset
ofB, written A  B, if and only if both of the following two statements hold:
(1) ∀A ∈ A , ∃B ∈ B satisfies A ⊆ B,
(2) ∀B ∈ B, ∃A ∈ A satisfies A ⊆ B,
and it is called that A and B have possible inclusion relation. An interval set A is called a certain subset of B, written
A S B, if and only if following statement holds:
∀A ∈ A , ∀B ∈ B satisfies A ⊆ B,
and it is called that A andB have certain inclusion relation.
According to Definition 8, if an interval setA is a possible subset of interval setB, then for any ordinary set A inA , there
exist an ordinary set B inB satisfying that A is the subset of B, and for any ordinary set B inB, there exist an ordinary set A in
A satisfying that A is the subset of B. When compared with possible inclusion, certain inclusion may be much stronger than
possible inclusion. If an interval setA is a certain subset of interval setB, it is required that any ordinary set in A be subset
of any ordinary set inB. Therefore, certain inclusion can be used to induce certain rules from incomplete information table
if we represent the extensions of condition concepts and decision concepts by interval sets. In this situation, ifM (φ) is a
certain subset ofM (ψ), then φ → ψ is always true whatever the missing values are assigned.
When considering the lower bound and upper bound of the interval sets, wemay find that possible inclusion and certain
inclusion can also be presented using lower bound and upper bound, which is formally presented in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Suppose A and B are two interval sets, A = [Al, Au] ∈ I(2U),B = [Bl, Bu] ∈ I(2U), then the following two
statements respectively hold:
(1) A  B ⇐⇒ (Al ⊆ Bl) ∧ (Au ⊆ Bu),
(2) A S B ⇐⇒ Au ⊆ Bl.
Proof. Firstly, we prove the statement (1).
“⇒”: Suppose A  B, then it holds that ∀B ∈ B, ∃A ∈ A satisfies A ⊆ B according to Definition 8. Thus for Bl ∈ B,
there exist A0 ∈ A satisfies A0 ⊆ Bl . From Definition 1 we have Al ⊆ A0. Therefore, Al ⊆ Bl . Similarly, it holds that∀A ∈ A , ∃B ∈ B satisfies A ⊆ B according to Definition 8, then for Au ∈ A , there exist B0 ∈ B satisfies Au ⊆ B0, and it
holds B0 ⊆ Bu according to Definition 1. Thus Au ⊆ Bu holds. Therefore, A  B ⇒ (Al ⊆ Bl) ∧ (Au ⊆ Bu).
“⇐”: Suppose Al ⊆ Bl and Au ⊆ Bu hold, then for any A ∈ A , we have A ⊂ Au fromDefinition 1, thus A ⊆ Bu since Au ⊆ Bu
holds. Similarly, for any B ∈ B, we have Bl ⊆ B based on Definition 1, thus Al ⊆ B holds since Al ⊆ Bl holds. Therefore,
A  B ⇐ (Al ⊆ Bl) ∧ (Au ⊆ Bu). In conclusion, it holds that A  B ⇐⇒ (Al ⊆ Bl) ∧ (Au ⊆ Bu).
Secondly, we prove the statement (2).
“⇒”: Suppose A S B, then it holds that ∀A ∈ A ,∀B ∈ B satisfies A ⊆ B, thus for Au ∈ A and Bl ∈ B, it holds Au ⊆ Bl .
“⇐”: Suppose Au ⊆ Bl holds, then for any A ∈ A , it holds A ⊆ Au according to Definition 1, thus A is the subset of any
B ∈ B since Au ⊆ Bl , therefore, A S B. In conclusion, it holds that A S B ⇐⇒ Au ⊆ Bl . 
Based on Theorem 3, the possible inclusion “” and certain inclusion “S” can be used to induce rules from incomplete
data, which are similar to rule induction from complete data based on ordinary set inclusion. Possible rules and certain rules
are respectively induced according to possible inclusion and certain inclusion:
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M (φ)  M (ψ) ⇒ φ ⇀ ψ is a possible rule,
M (φ) S M (ψ) ⇒ φ → ψ is a certain rule,
where φ ⇀ψ means that φ may induceψ when the missing values in the incomplete information table are considered to
be some certain known values, and it is not true at any time, therefore it induces a possible rule, while φ ⇀ψ means that
φ will always induce ψ no matter what the missing values may be assigned, and it is true at any time, therefore it induces
a certain rule.
Normally, in a decision table, the decision attribute values are always assumed to be complete, that is, there are nomissing
values on decision attributes [12,14,17,18,21]. In this case, the extension of decision concept is presented with an extreme
case of interval set: ordinary set, i.e., M (ψ)l = M (ψ)u = m(ψ), and we may denote it as M (ψ) = [m(ψ),m(ψ)] ={m(ψ)}. Then rule induction is based on the relationship of interval set M (φ) and the degenerate interval set M (ψ) =
{m(ψ)}. It canbe argued that possible inclusion “” and certain inclusion “S” are in fact equivalentwhenM (ψ)degenerate
to ordinary set. The following Theorem 4 presents a proof.
Theorem 4. LetM (φ) be an interval extension of concept φ, andM (ψ) be a degenerate interval extension, that is,M (ψ) =
{m(ψ)}, thenM (φ) is a certain subset ofM (ψ) if and only ifM (φ) is a possible subset ofM (ψ), that is:
M (φ)  M (ψ) ⇐⇒ M (φ) S M (ψ).
Proof. “⇒”: ForM (ψ) = {m(ψ)}, we haveM (ψ)l = M (ψ)u = m(ψ). SupposeM (φ)  M (ψ), thus it holds that
M (φ)l ⊆ M (ψ)l andM (φ)u ⊆ M (ψ)u according to Theorem 3, thenwe haveM (φ)u ⊆ M (ψ)l sinceM (ψ)l = M (ψ)u.
Therefore,M (φ) S M (ψ) holds according to Theorem 3.
“⇐”: SupposeM (φ) S M (ψ), then we haveM (φ)u ⊆ M (ψ)l according to Theorem 3, then it holds thatM (φ)l ⊆
M (φ)u ⊆ M (ψ)l , andM (φ)u ⊆ M (ψ)l = M (ψ)u, thereforeM (φ)  M (ψ)holdsaccording toTheorem3. Inconclusion,
it holds thatM (φ)  M (ψ) ⇐⇒ M (φ) S M (ψ). 
Theorem 4 shows that possible inclusion and certain inclusion are in fact the same inclusion relation in the situation
thatM (ψ) degenerate to ordinary set, i.e., there are no missing values on decision attributes, which are frequently faced in
reality. A fundamental problem rises that the possible rules and the certain rules cannot be discerned since the inclusion
relations are the same when there are no missing values on decision attributes. In fact, rules induced based on “” and
“S” are both certain rules in this case. In order to describe the uncertain inclusion relation in incomplete information table
where the extensions of decision formula are described by degenerate interval sets, a looser inclusion relation is required.
As showed in Definition 8, possible inclusion relation is defined based on both statement (1) and statement (2), and in the
situation that there are no missing values on decision attributes, we may find that the statement (1) will degenerate to the
statement: ∀A ∈ A , A ⊆ B since the interval setB degenerate to an ordinary set B in this case. It is a strict condition which
requires that all A ∈ A be the subset of B. To acquire a looser inclusion relation, we may delete the statement (1) so that
the uncertain inclusion relation in incomplete information table can be described, thus a new inclusion relation is acquired,
which is formally presented in Definition 9.
Definition 9. Let A andB are two interval sets, A = [Al, Au] ∈ I(2U),B = [Bl, Bu] ∈ I(2U), A is called a weak subset of
B, written A W B, if and only if following statement holds:
∀B ∈ B, ∃A ∈ A satisfies A ⊆ B,
and it is called that A andB have weak inclusion relation.
Theorem 5. Suppose A and B are two interval sets, A = [Al, Au] ∈ I(2U),B = [Bl, Bu] ∈ I(2U), then A is the weak subset
ofB if and only if the lower bound of the A is the subset of the lower bound of theB, that is:
A W B ⇐⇒ Al ⊆ Bl.
In an extreme case whenB = [B, B] = {B}, it holds: A W {B} ⇐⇒ Al ⊆ B.
Proof. “⇒”: Suppose A W B, then it holds ∀B ∈ B, ∃A ∈ A satisfies A ⊆ B according to Definition 8, thus for Bl ∈ B,
there exist A0 ∈ A satisfies A0 ⊆ Bl , and we have Al ⊆ Bl since Al ⊆ A0 and A0 ⊆ Bl .
“⇐”: Suppose Al ⊆ Bl , then for any B ∈ B, it holds that Al ⊆ Bl ⊆ B, that is, there exist Al ∈ A satisfies Al ⊆ B, therefore
A W B. In conclusion, it holds A W B ⇐⇒ Al ⊆ Bl , and it straightforward holds A W {B} ⇐⇒ Al ⊆ B when
B = [B, B] = {B}. 
Theorem 6. Let A andB be two interval sets, A = [Al, Au] ∈ I(2U),B = [Bl, Bu] ∈ I(2U), then following statement holds:
A S B ⇒ A  B ⇒ A W B,
but the reverse is not necessary true.
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Proof. It is straightforward. 
For an incomplete information table with known decision attribute values, where the interval extensions of the decision
concepts degenerate to an ordinary set, the certain rules can be induced based on either certain inclusion relation “S” or
possible inclusion relation “” since these two relations are in fact the same relation in this situation according to Theorem
4. We call the certain rules here as “strong rules” since they are always true whatever the missing values may be assigned.
On the other hand, the possible rules can be induced based on weak inclusion relation “W ”, and we call the possible rules
here as “weak rules” since they are only true when the missing values are considered to be some certain known values. In
brief, the strong rules and the the weak rules are respectively induced as follows:
M (φ) S M (ψ) ⇒ φ → ψ is a strong rule,
M (φ) W M (ψ) ⇒ φ  ψ is a weak rule.
For a strong rule φ → ψ , the probability of P(X ∈ M (ψ)|X ∈ M (φ)) equals to 1, while for a weak rule φ  ψ , the
probability of P(X ∈ M (ψ)|X ∈ M (φ)) is intervenient between 0 and 1, i.e., P(X ∈ M (ψ)|X ∈ M (φ)) ∈ [0, 1). Therefore,
ameasure to evaluate the correctness of theweak rule, which represents the confidence of the rules, can be presented based
on the probability theory.
Definition 10. Letφ  ψ be aweak rule, the confidence ofφ  ψ is defined by the probability P(X ∈ M (ψ)|X ∈ M (φ)),
written as:
C(φ  ψ) = P(X ∈ M (ψ)|X ∈ M (φ)) = |M (φ) ∩M (ψ)||M (φ)| .
In Definition 10, it should be noted that “∩” is the ordinary intersection, not the interval intersection, and “| · |” is
the cardinality of the interval set, which means the total number of the sets in the interval set. For example, suppose
M (φ) = [{2}, {2, 3, 5}] = {{2}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {2, 3, 5}}, and M (ψ) = [{2}, {2, 3, 6}] = {{2}, {2, 3}, {2, 6}, {2, 3, 6}},
then the ordinary intersection ofM (φ) andM (ψ) is also an interval set, andM (φ)∩M (ψ) = {{2}, {2, 3}}. The cardinality
ofM (φ)∩M (ψ) andM (φ) are respectively computed as: |M (φ)∩M (ψ)| = 2, |M (φ)| = 4, thus we have C(φ  ψ) =
|M(φ)∩M(ψ)|
|M(φ)| = 0.5.
Example 3. Let us illustrate the interval set-based rule induction based on the Table 2. In Table 2, decision attribute set is
{d}, and there are no missing values on attribute d. The interval extensions of the formula (d, 1) and (d, 2) are degenerated
interval sets, that is:M (d, 1) = {m(d, 1)} = {{1, 5}},M (d, 2) = {m(d, 2)} = {{2, 3, 4}}.
We may use certain inclusion and weak inclusion to respectively induce the strong rules and weak rules from Table 2.
For the reason mentioned previously, we only consider a part of intensions with atomic formula or conjunctions of atomic
formula: (a1, 1),(a1, 2),(a2, 1),and (a2, 2). The interval extensions of related formulas and the probability of the inclusion
relations are presented as follows:
M (a1, 1) = [{2}, {2, 3, 5}], M (d, 2) = {{2, 3, 4}},
M (a1, 1) W M (d, 2), |M (a1, 1) ∩M (d, 2)||M (a1, 1)| = 0.5,
M (a2, 1) = [{1, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 5}], M (d, 1) = {{1, 5}},
M (a2, 1) W M (d, 1), |M (a1, 1) ∩M (d, 1)||M (a1, 1)| = 0.25,
M (a2, 2) = [{3}, {2, 3, 4}], M (d, 2) = {{2, 3, 4}},M (a2, 2) S M (d, 2),
M ((a1, 1) ∧ (a2, 2)) = M (a1, 1) M (a2, 2) = [∅, {2, 3}], M (d, 2) = {{2, 3, 4}},
M ((a1, 1) ∧ (a2, 2)) S M (d, 2),
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1)) = M (a1, 2) M (a2, 1) = [{1}, {1, 4, 5}], M (d, 1) = {{1, 5}},
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1)) W M (d, 1), |M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1)) ∩M (d, 2)||M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1))| = 0.5,
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 2)) = M (a1, 2) M (a2, 2) = [∅, {3, 4}], M (d, 2) = {{2, 3, 4}},
M ((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 2)) S M (d, 2).
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Therefore, the strong rules and possible rules are respectively induced according to the certain inclusion andweak inclusion:
Strong rule 1 : (a2, 2) → (d, 2), if a2 = 2 then d = 2,
Strong rule 2 : (a1, 1) ∧ (a2, 2) → (d, 2), if (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 2) then d = 2,
Strong rule 3 : (a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 2) → (d, 2), if (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 2) then d = 2,
Weak rule 1 : (a1, 1) (d, 2), if a1 = 1 then d = 2, C((a1, 1) (d, 2)) = 0.5,
Weak rule 2 : (a2, 1) (d, 1), if a2 = 1 then d = 1, C((a2, 1) (d, 1)) = 0.25,
Weak rule 3 : (a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1) (d, 1), if (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 1) then d = 1,
C((a1, 2) ∧ (a2, 1) (d, 1)) = 0.5.
In the induced rule sets, the first three are strong rules, and it can be testified that they are always truewhenever themissing
values may be. For example, the first strong rule is (a2, 2) → (d, 2), and wemay easily testify that it is always a true rule for
Table 2 whatever the missing values Ia2(2), Ia2(4), Ia1(3) and Ia1(5) are assigned. For weak rules, we may take the possible
rule 1 as an example for illustration. The weak rule 1 is (a1, 1) (d, 2), and it will be true for Table 2 if the missing value
Ia1(5) = 1, otherwise it is not a true rule, and we may find that the trustiness of the weak rule 1 has no relationship with
other threemissing values. The strong rules andweak rulesmay truly reflect the inherent relationship between the uncertain
concepts in the incomplete information table.
7. Conclusion
This paper proposes an innovative method of inducing rules from incomplete data by using an interval set model. A
new method to represent the partially known or uncertain concepts in an incomplete information table is presented based
on interval set theory. Upper and lower bounds of the extension of a partially known concepts are presented, and the
relationships between two concepts are analyzed based on interval inclusion relations including certain inclusion, possible
inclusion andweak inclusion. Strong rules andweak rules are respectively induced according to the certain inclusion relation
andweak inclusion relation between the interval sets, and the confidence of the weak rule is presented based on probability
theory to measure the reliability the rules. The two kinds of rules objectively reflect the knowledge embedded in the
incomplete data.
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